
Journey to TOMORROW FIELDーTANGO, KINOSAKI





Tateiwa

Tango and Kinosaki, where we will travel, were at the forefront of Japanese culture in ancient times due to dynamic cultural exchange with Asia 
through the Sea of Japan. 

In this area, you can feel the beauty and spirit of Japan, the beautiful nature of the UNESCO Geopark, rich foodstuffs, kofun (ancient burial mounds) 
and shinto shrine, the townscape of burnt cedar boards connected with the fishing industry, the largest silk production area in Japan. 

We offer wonderful journey to rediscover the richness of Japan's climate and local culture, where you can encounter beautiful scenery while viewing 
site-specific artworks inspired by the "beauty and spirit of Japan".

ShinmeiyamaTomb



Samson Young “The Messengers”, 2022 

Yoshihiro Suda “Morning Glory”, 2022

Shuji Nakagawa “Wooden Room”, 2022



November 3

9:00 10:30-11:30 12:30-18:00 18:30-21:30

Pick-up in Kyoto City →
Retreat walk at 
Motoise Imperial 
Shrine

→ Attend a special tour 
of ECHO → Dinner at Nawaya → Stay at Sumihei

November 4

10:30 12:00-13:00 13:00-14:00 18:30-21:00

Free Time → Departure from 
Sumihei → Lunch at OFF (Local 

Bistro) → View the exhibition at 
Mikiya →

Dinner at Ori-zuru 
(sushi) 
Stay at Mikiya

November 5

10:00 12:00-13:00 14:30-15:30

Departure from Mikiya →
Lunch at Odagaki 
(famous for black 
beans and chestnut)

→ View the exhibition at 
丗｜SEI → Drop-off at any place 

in Kyoto City

Special 3-day tour of Tango Peninsula and Kinosaki Onsen

※A hired car (one car per group) will be used for transportation.



Nii Rice Terraces

Tour Fare JPY 360,000- per person
Included in the fare: ECHO ticket, travel, accommodation, meals, guides at each location 
Minimum number  2 per tour 

If you wish to join the tour, please contact us by e-mail (info@tomorrow-jp.org).
Our staff will contact you after your registration for more details about the tour.

Oonaru Tomb



Mikiya

Kinosaki Onsen

Ori-zuru



Motoise Imperial Shrine

Sumihei (Taiza)

丗｜SEI (Kyoto City)


